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Information divergence was introduced by Kullback and Leibler [25] and later Kull-
back started using information theory in statistics [24] and here information diver-
gence play a crusial role. Information divergence was used already by Wald [35]
although he did not give this quantity a name. The basic properties of information
divergence are now described in many textbooks. Optimization with information
divergence was described in a systematic way by Topsøe [33]. Relation to the con-
ditional limit theorem can be found in [9]. Alternating minimization was studied in
[11]. Information projections and reversed projections are described in [10]. Informa-
tion divergence can also be used to define a topology with some strange properties
[15].
There have been many attempts to generalize the notion of information divergence

to a wider class of divergence. There have been two different types of motivation for
generalizing information divergence. One motivation has been that quantities that
share some properties with information divergence are used in physics, statistics,
probability theory or other parts of information theory. If this is the motivation
one often has to compare related quantities by inequalities or similar results. This
motivation has lead to a great number of good results. Another motivation has been
generalization in the hope that some generalized version of information divergence
will turn out to be useful. There are many papers that take this approach but most
of the divergences that have emerged in this way have never been used again. One
important exception is Rényi divergence introduced [31]. All the basic properties of
information divergence and Rényi divergence were recently described in [34].
The class of f -divergences were introduced independently by Csiszár and Morimoto

[8, 29] and a little later again by Ali and Silvey [2]. The f -divergences generalize in-
formation divergence in such a way that convexity and the data processing inequality
are still satisfied. It includes various quantities used in statistics including the χ2-
divergence. In statistics a major question therefore is which f -divergence to use for
a specific problem. The standard reference is [26]. An important result is that if the
probability measures are close together then it does not make much difference which
divergence is used [27]. If the notion of Bahadur efficiency is used information diver-
gence should normally be preferred [21]. In some cases the distribution information
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divergence is closer to a χ2-distribution that other f -divergences [20, 16]. There are
many papers on inequalities between f -divergences but it has been shown that an
inequality that holds for a binary alphabet holds for any alphabet [22].

Bregman divergences were introduced in [6], but for a long time they did not
received the attention they deserve. The Bregman divergence may be characterized
as divergences that satisfy the Bregman identity. In the context of Information
theory Bregman divergences were partly reinvented by Rao and Nayak[30] where
the name cross entropy were proposed and this term is still in use in some groups
of scientists. Until 2005 there were only few papers on Bregman divergences but
in the paper “Clustering with Bregman Divergences” [3] all the basic properties of
Bregman divergences were described. The paper also clarify the relation between
Bregman divergences and exponential families. The sufficiency condition was first
used to characterize divergences in [19] and in [23] it was proved that the sufficiency
condition can be used to characterize information divergence. This idea was further
developed in [17, 18]. The relation between Bregman divergences and metrics was
described in [7] and [1].
Inspired by results from 2-person 0-sum games in the 1940’ties Wald developed

the idea that in situations with uncertainty one should make decisions that maximize
the minimal payoff. This decision criterion is very robust but is often too pessimistic
for real world decisions. In 1951 Sevage introduced the minimax regret criterion in
decision theory as an alternate criterion for decision making. Regret was introduced
as an inference criteria in statistics in 1978 by Rissanen[32] but this idea took slowly
momentum, but has now developed into a competitor to Bayesian statistics and the
frequential interpretation of statistics allthough it is still not so widely known[4, 14,
13]. The use of regret in economy did not take momentum before 1982 where the
idea was revived in a number of papers [12, 28, 5]. Now there is also active research
in psykological aspect of using regret as a decision criterion. The relation between
Bregman divergences, decision theory and regret is described in [17, 18].
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